
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of analytics & reporting manager. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for analytics & reporting manager

Collaborate with Commercial Supply Chain and Finance management to team
define and deliver insights into the order backlog and inventory position
Ability to lead detail-oriented team of analysts, delivering consistent quality
reporting with execution focused
Determine the priority of reports and frequency in which they should be
produced
Frequently serve as a project manager on projects related to source data
systems integration, installation and use of data analytics packages in concert
with IT and business leads
Create models and business cases for major projects with Distribution
Operations
Provide insight on requirements, design, and User Acceptance Testing on
Enterprise-wide projects involving device sand DLM
Collaborate with the finance organization and other business leaders to
redesign and implement the business reporting framework and
outputs.Examples include the development of a matrix reporting structure,
resource reporting and metrics, IT spend and metrics, key revenue metrics,
monthly P&L results
Drive data governance through documentation, business rules, controls and
data ownership

Example of Analytics & Reporting Manager Job
Description
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Assist in the development of Management Team, Regulatory, Shareholder,
and Board of Director reports and presentations

Qualifications for analytics & reporting manager

PC proficiency and strong skills in MS Office Suite (Outlook, Word, PPT)
essential
Education Qualification - Preferably a B
Minimum 4 years of financial industry experience, in a technical or analytical
role with specific emphasis on reporting with some managerial or supervisory
experience
Solid written and oral communication skills with the ability to convey complex
topics clearly and effectively
Bachelor Degree from a good recognised university
Familiar with information privacy concepts, and able to quickly understand
and assess financial services technology, systems and processes


